A hand waving measure of stability against distortions of the octahedral cage can be obtained by allowing full relaxation of all parameters of the unit cell. Table 2 displays the relative bond distortion in the octahedron. The standard deviation of the B---X---bond lengths should be low if the octahedron is stable. Our calculations show that GUSnBr3 is most likely unstable as a result of the unfavorable size ratio of the GU molecule to the rather small Sn and Br ions. GUSnBr3 is omitted from subsequent calculations due to the low likelihood of producing the compound in the pseudo---cubic structure.
Visualizations and manipulations of the crystal structure is done with the software packages VESTA and cif2cell 9, 10 .
Band structure and effective carrier masses
Valence and conduction band masses are calculated using a fixed charge density, with a dense k---point mesh around the R---point in the Brillouin zone. The band masses are converged at a sampling density of approximately 2×10 % k---points per Å ---3 . The masses reported are well in line with recent experimental work 11 slightly lower than what is reported in other calculations 12---14 . In modelling the efficiency, only its temperature dependence is affected by the effective masses.
The density of states for all compounds is shown in Fig. 1 
Supercells for level matching
In order to determine the relative shifts in valence and conduction band between the perovskites we use a supercell approach. Five calculations for each pair of compounds has to be considered. First, the super lattice, setup according to figure 2, center (ABX3)L/(ABX3)R . In this structure we calculate the difference in average potential (AP)
on the common ion (B or X, depending on substitution), we also double check using the Finally, when the strained cell AP to VBM is known, we can calculate the corresponding parameters for the relaxed cell. We now have access to the full relative difference, the natural band alignment, of the two constituents of the superlattice using the formula: The shift in CBM can now be calculated by inspecting the change in valence band maxima and band gap. Note that the actual value of the band gap will be substantially underestimated for both PBE96 and HSE06, but we are only interested in the relative shift. The values are related to MAPbI3, for which we assume the experimental band---gap of 1.6eV. We employ both the PBE density functional and the HSE06 hybrid functional to check consistency of the trends. More expensive methods such as GW can
give more reliable shifts when applied with great care, but still omits effects of zero---point motion to the gap. Previous work using different levels of GxWx shows substantial differences in the reported band gaps, indicating the difficulties involved in these calculations. 14,16 
Modelling the maximum efficiency
The efficiency of the solar cell under operating conditions is modeled by an equivalent circuit depicted in the main paper. The external potential equals the difference in 
where 4E7 is the external bias, Δ E7V is the potential drop in the junction to the electron and hole transporting materials, E * , E is the respective carrier mass and density for electrons and holes.
Conservation of current densities assures that 4E7 = @G − 34B , that is, the generated current gained from absorption of the photon flux, and loss though carrier recombination. Ideally the only recombinative losses in the system are from black body radiation, although in Silicon impurity assisted (Shockley---Reid---Hall (SRH)) recombination is often dominant. Due to the fact that the perovskites have proven remarkably resilient to material defects, in this work we assume that SRH recombination rates are small in comparison to band---to---band recombination. Previous work by Miyano and co---workers assumed a two diode model where SRH recombination occurs at the interface only. 19 The radiative recombination rate is 
Inserting equation (1) in this expression, we have the relation between the radiative recombination rate and the external bias. The expression for the JV characteristics of the PIN junction is
The number of absorbed photons @G is calculated assuming all photons above the band---gap are absorbed, that is, the cell is sufficiently thick to eliminate transmission.
The solar spectrum used in the numerical simulation is the NREL reference AM1.5 spectrum normalized to 1kW/m 2 [ [24] ]. The maximum extractable power density is determined by maximizing = 4E7 • ( 4E7 ) for the AM1.5 spectrum using parameters from ab---initio calculations, assuming an experimental gap for MAPbI3 of 1.6eV. The full results are presented in table 5. The optimal PCE as a function of band---alignment of HTM and ETM with respect to MAPbI3, for a few representative compounds, is depicted in Fig. 3 . Inspiration for the python implementation was acquired from S. J. Byrnes pedagogic IPython notebook [20] . Max PCE without entropy contribution (%) 
